Spatial methods of epicardial activation time determination in normal hearts.
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate errors in activation time maps created using the time derivative method on fractionated unipolar electrograms, to characterize the epicardial distribution of those fractionated electrograms, and to investigate spatial methods of activation time determination. Electrograms (EGs) were recorded using uniform grids of electrodes (1 or 2 mm spacing) on the epicardial surface of six normal canine hearts. Activation times were estimated using the time of the minimum time derivative, maximum spatial gradient, and zero Laplacian and compared with the time of arrival of the activation wave front as assessed from a time series of potential maps as the standard. When comparing activation times from the time derivative for the case of epicardial pacing, spatial gradient and Laplacian methods with the standard for EGs without fractionation, correlations were high (R2 = 0.98, 0.98, 0.97, respectively). Similar comparisons using results from only fractionated EGs (R2 = 0.85,0.97,0.95) showed a lower correlation between times from the time derivative method and the standard. The results suggest an advantage of spatial methods over the time derivative method only for the case of epicardial pacing where large numbers of fractionated electrograms are found.